November 19, 1993

SPORTS

Missouri Tigers to Become Twelfth Member of Big Ten

Argue, from Page 14

Analysiz next season, though.
5. Sacramento: Our sleeper pick
for West. Kings have the nucli-
of a good team — Richmond, L-
Train, Walt Williams (when he’s
— but still no center. A coach’s
best nightmare is to try to win in
the NWA with Pepowski, Breuer,
and Chisot in the pivot.
6. Golden State: Could be a
dominant team if healthy. Without
Webber, Maholm, and Mullin
(for a white), however, the Warriors
are not a contender. Chris Webber
said this year to show that he is the
thing.
7. Lakers: Nicholson and the rest of the Forum faithful glad to see
Kurt Rambis back in town. With
young players like Nick "Big Van"
and Doug "Lightning Strikes"
Moody, the Lakers are a team
of the future, but not this season.

Playoffs

Sonics over Kings, Rockies over
Clips. Suns over Jazz, and Spurs
over Blazers. Championship: Sonics
over Rockets in 6.

NBA

"Slippery When Wet" sign and
smelled all the way to the Heights.

Rumblings From 'Round the Tutt
This just in from Juanito Ramos
'93: "Saludos, from the sunny side of
the country. We have an update on
how the MIT teams are doing in
Stanford (M.I.). In volleyball, the
Rican Wall (Javier Segovia '93,
Dani "Spiking Sensation" Alvarez
'94) are still on track.

"Universal Bank in Germany
Myths and Reality"

Dresdner Bank AG
(a leading German Financial Institution)

will be presenting a

RECRUITING INFORMATION MEETING

Monday, November 29
2:00 pm
Building 1-390

Dresdner Bank

6,000 VOLUMES OF MILITARY HISTORY

$3.00 EACH
Sun. Nov. 21 thru Tues. Nov. 23
On Wed. Nov. 24
50¢ EACH
Remainder

Watch for our upcoming sale of 4,000 volumes of
advanced math.

Top prices paid for scholarly book collections and
libraries

Arlington Books
212 Mass. Ave. Arlington
2.5 miles north of Harvard Square
#77 Bus
At the Capitol Theatre
Sunday-Wednesday
10-8
Thursday
10-2
Friday
643-473